


Art of sleeping, art of living

Imagine a place of comfort, peace and poetry. A haven of elegance and sophistication, 

a sanctuary where the things that make life precious can blossom and bloom.

This is the world of Vispring.

A night in one of our beds is one step on a journey, the catalyst for a wealth of enchanting 

possibilities. The day that follows is full of promise, rich in emotion, alive with the energy 

that makes dreams come true. 

When sleep is sublime, its benefits spread to fill each waking moment. Day and night 

become one, twin aspects of a single harmonious existence. This truth inspires everything 

we do. Vispring is much more than the ultimate bed. It is a way of revealing the very 

best of yourself.



Vispring - since 1901

The story begins with one man’s gift to the woman he loved.

At the turn of the 20th century, an English engineer named James Marshall decided to 

offer his wife the most precious gift of all - a perfect night’s sleep.

Marshall imagined a mattress that respected tradition while embracing the future. 

Handcrafted in natural materials, it contained individually pocketed springs for the 

ultimate in comfort. His token of love endures to this day, changing the way we sleep 

forever.

Marshall’s Vispring bed became an icon. For well over one hundred years, it has graced 

the staterooms of ocean liners, the suites of elegant hotels and the bedrooms of the finest 

homes, establishing itself as the reference for people of taste. A perfect night’s sleep is 

still the most precious gift of all. It is our inspiration, just as it was at the outset.





Like no other

First impressions last forever. The eye admires the finesse of the craftsmanship, while 

the hand revels in its exquisite softness of touch.

A bed by Vispring is a composition of meticulous artistry, individually fashioned from the 

finest materials. It is the living expression of more than a century of expertise, patiently 

handed down from generation to generation. Yet it is also a thing of beauty, in which 

form and function attain a rare symbiosis. Like a thoroughbred, its appearance is the 

badge of its pedigree. Each trait is the expression of a heritage, unrivalled and unique.





Pure materials, tailored to your needs. Dreams that are yours alone.









Family resemblance

Each creation bears the hallmarks of its distinguished lineage.

The borders are hand side-stitched in the traditional manner, by master craftsmen working 

with double-ended needles and flax twine. The cover is fashioned from ticking, an elegant 

fabric of unparalleled sheen and weight. The sides are ventilated by delicate roundels of 

gauze, maintaining the interior’s purity with a constant flow of air. The domed surface 

is sculpted by hand-tied tufts and embroidered with a name, like a family heirloom. 

Every detail contributes a singular note of refinement. Together, they speak of a quality 

beyond compare.





Craft heritage

Since ancient times, the River Tamar has formed
a border between the counties of Devon and Cornwall. Legend 

has it that the Tamar is a fairy, transformed into a river by
a magician’s spell. It is here, on the green banks of her lower 
reaches, that Vispring creates the finest beds in the world.



The company has been producing mattresses since 
1901 - each of them handmade to order. From the outset, 
Vispring’s recipe - an inspired combination of traditional 
craftsmanship and industrial know-how - set a new 
standard for comfort in bedding. Today, it continues 
to offer a sleeping experience that is second to none.

Vispring’s comfort starts at the “core” - the spring unit 
at the heart of every bed. The company manufactures 
all its own springs, engineering their design to create 
subtle variations in feel. Nestled inside sewn pockets 
of pure calico, they are an element so fundamental that 
they gave Vispring its name.



I’ve been making mattresses for the past 28 years. It’s provided me with so much. There’s 
a special creativity about working with your hands. I just can’t imagine life without it.

No one can beat what we do: a handcrafted product made from exceptional materials. 
You could never get the same quality from a machine. I’m very proud to be part of that. 
We have to keep these skills alive for the next generation.

When I’m training young people, I always tell them how lucky they are. When you make 
something by hand, you’re putting part of yourself into it and that’s precious. I create 
objects that improve people’s lives. I get a lot of pride out of that. The fact that people 
are sleeping on something I produced really gives me a lot of satisfaction.

DANNY HANNIS

Danny Hannis joined Vispring in 1981. 
After working on the loading bay, 

he decided to train as a mattress upholsterer. 
Today, he is a master craftsman and 

instructor at Vispring’s new 
Training and Development Centre. 

Their transformation into a mattress begins at the 
nesting box: a wooden frame in which the pocketed 
springs are arranged in a honeycomb pattern. 
Careful hand nesting enables each spring to function 
independently, supplying perfect support for every inch 
of your body; it also allows Vispring to supply beds of 
any size and shape.

Side-stitching, on the other hand, guarantees the 
mattress’s longevity. Unlike the merely decorative 
version seen elsewhere, Vispring’s genuine side-stitching 
anchors the border to the spring unit, consolidating the 
mattress’s strength and form. A skilled side-stitcher 
works by eye, patiently ensuring that his stitches are 
of uniform tension and even profile - for connoisseurs, 
his work provides an indication of the overall quality 
of a mattress.



The stage is now set for the most emblematic ingredient 
of all - what Vispring, with understatement, refers to 
as the “build”. The build is no less than the artful 
selection, blending and incorporation of the most 
luxurious natural fibres, enveloping the inner core with 
a sumptuous outer cushion. Different mixtures offer 
a rich variety of sensations, enabling the company to 
create a mattress to suit every taste.

Vispring is passionately meticulous about its choice of 
fillings. They are chosen for what the craftsmen call their 
loft: a fibre’s ability to return to its original shape after 
compression. South American and Austrian horsehair are 
favoured for their specific twist and spring, while wool 
from the hardiest breeds of sheep brings softness and 
resilience. Blended with silk, mohair, cashmere, alpaca 
and bamboo, they compose a palette of unparalleled 
refinement.



It is a unique object, in which traditional workmanship
and the finest materials coalesce to conjure the ultimate in luxury. 

It is this bespoke craftsmanship that sets Vispring apart.

The fillings must now be enclosed between the outer 
fabric and the border - a job that calls for dexterity and 
skill. The craftsman gathers up the edges by hand and 
feeds them into an advancing sewing machine, taking 
in just the right amount of material to leave the form 
of the top panel intact - one slip, and the shape of the 
mattress will be distorted. Hand-tufting then holds 
the fillings in place, while creating a characteristically 
domed surface effect.

The mattress is complete. Like each product to emerge 
from the company’s workshop, it has been carefully 
tailored to a specific customer’s needs. It is a unique 
object, in which traditional workmanship and the finest 
materials coalesce to conjure the ultimate in luxury. 
It is this bespoke craftsmanship that sets Vispring apart 
- the legacy of an era when excellence was the norm. 
Times may have changed elsewhere in the world, but on 
the banks of the Tamar some things remain the same.



A gift from Nature, refined by the hand of man.





Towards the essence

The fleece wool of sheep from the wild Northern Isles. Cashmere, with its hint of Oriental 

refinement. Horsehair, strong as a pure bred stallion. Flax and calico, mohair and coir. 

To create sleep, we draw from the stuff of dreams.

From Vicuña, grazing wild in high Andean pastures. From the mists of the ancient 

bamboo forests of China. From silks that once graced the palaces of Maharajas.

Nourished by the elements, distilled by the seasons, they are the gifts of a generous and 

benevolent Nature. Long-lasting, pure and exquisitely soft, they preserve the delicate 

balance of the world in which we live. But they also bring something that is even more 

precious, the essence of everything truly unique.

Authenticity.









Inner journey

Nature’s creations are all exceptional. They are fragments of eternity, irreplaceable and 

unique. Their authenticity embodies the very essence of luxury: the rarity of an instant 

that will never be repeated. We believe that life is a quest for that ultimate essence.

It is by embracing the moment that we obtain the richest rewards. Sleep is the experience 

that makes all experience possible. By nurturing sleep, a Vispring bed leads you on a 

journey of discovery - towards a quality of existence you have never known before.










